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Dear Parents/Carers
Term 4 has been very short as Easter
is early this year, and with the “snow
days” it has been extremely busy for all
members of our school community. We
are now over two thirds of the way
through the 2017-2018 academic year,
with our GCSE and A Level students
having only a few very important weeks
left before their written examinations
begin. We have been very impressed
with how students have been
approaching their revision and they are
showing great dedication and
commitment to do as
well as they can.
Teachers are working
very hard to complete
examination
specifications and
prepare students with
examination questions,
practice papers and revision strategies.
We are very fortunate that teachers also
give up a huge amount of their own time
to assist students outside of their usual
lessons, including lunchtime and after
school sessions. Parental support and
encouragement is also essential at this
time and by working together, we can
hopefully help the students to achieve
the results they very much deserve.
Whilst there are still very important
months left in the 2017-2018 academic
year, we are already starting to plan for
2018-2019. As parents/carers may be
aware, at the beginning of March Year 6
students and their parents/carers
received their allocated secondary school
place for September 2018. Our school
had our highest ever number of
applications, with 1241 applying for 180
places, an increase of almost 500 in the
last 5 years. I believe that Dartford

Grammar School for Girls is a very special
school, combining excellent education
with a very supportive and caring ethos;
it is my pleasure and great privilege to be
the Headteacher here.
During this final week of term we
have had the opportunity to celebrate
some of the many successes of our
students. After the excellent Spring
Concert last week, our first ever whole
school, combined Dance and Drama
Production of “Blood Brothers” on
Wednesday was a fantastic success; very
many congratulations to our talented
students and their
teachers for both events.
We also held our
Celebration Assemblies
on the last day of term to
recognise some of the
significant achievements
of students in Years 7-11
as well as enjoying several student
performances, and the Year 7 “Hat
Extravaganza”. This unique tradition at
DGGS showcases the innovative and
creative talents of our Year 7 students
who this year, designed their own hats
around the very fitting theme of
“Equality for All”. The standard was
exceptional; very many congratulations
to the students and our Art and Textiles
staff.
Finally I would like to wish all our
families a safe, peaceful and enjoyable
Easter. We look forward to welcoming
back all students on Monday 16th April.
Sharon Pritchard
Headteacher
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Governor News
This has been another busy term for
staff and students alike and I am sure that
everyone is looking forward to a welldeserved Easter break and hoping that the
weather will improve over the holiday
period and the dreaded snow keeps its
distance.
This term Governors considered the
responses received from all stakeholders to
the formal consultation regarding the
proposed permanent increase in PAN to
180 from September 2019. I am delighted
to confirm that having considered all
feedback received the Governing Body
formally agreed that the permanent
increase to 180 should go ahead. All
stakeholders will be kept fully informed of
progress in the new building to
accommodate this and any other matters
regarding the expansion.
I had the great pleasure to attend the
magnificent whole school Dance and Drama
production this term. The students and staff
involved had clearly worked extremely hard
to produce an excellent production of
“Blood Brothers” which showcased
wonderful performances from the students
and all students involved “front and back
oh house” should be very proud of what
they achieved on that evening. It was clear
that all students had thoroughly enjoyed
this experience and opportunity.
The Spring Concert was also held this
term and showcased the outstanding

musical talents of our students, many
skilled and accomplished musicians and
very talented singers. For these events to
run as smoothly as they do a lot of time,
effort and organisational skills are required
from the staff and the students involved,
however, the final performances are
testament to the talent, hard work and
dedication of all of those who take part and
are hugely enjoyable. The support from
parents is also greatly valued for all of these
events staged by the Arts Faculty.
I would like to send, on behalf of all
Governors, best wishes to all of our
students who will be sitting external
examinations in the next two terms and to
wish them every success in these.
Full details of the Governing Body and
Governors’ attendance at meetings are
available on the school website.
If you wish to contact me on any matter,
please contact me via the school e-mail
address or in writing c/o the school.
Finally I would like to wish you all a
restful and relaxing
Easter break.

Janice Brooke
Chair of Governors

NSPCC charity cake sale
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On Friday 2nd February, a cake sale was held in the school playground by
ambitious Year 12 students. The cake sale was organised to raise money to
donate to the NSPCC (National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children). This charity aims to prevent child abuse, eradicate it, and protect
those at risk.
The determined students sacrificed their time to engage in the selling of
goods to the younger students. By using their mathematical skills a price
strategy was devised and executed. We managed to raise £240.10 which was
donated to our chosen charity. A special thanks is directed towards Miss
Khatun and Miss Statton who organised and supervised the whole event and
especially to Year 12.
Ayoola 12C
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Year 7 and 8 Talent Show
As the final event for the Head Student Team, we decided to put on a Key Stage 3 Talent Show
which we hope will become an annual event. The response to the idea was very encouraging with
over 50 students wanting to audition either as solo artists or in a group. The HST then organised
Sixth Formers to hold auditions and choose the best acts to put forward for the main show
(although this proved very difficult due to the high level of talent!)
The show was held in X11 during lunchtime and there was a large turnout of students supporting
which made the event even more successful and created an encouraging environment for the girls
wanting to perform. All the acts were highly entertaining and we were able to see huge diversity
through the performances with singers, dancers, guitar players and even a performance on the
veena.
We are very thankful for everyone who took part and it was a
lovely way for the HST to hand over to the new upcoming student
leadership team.
Jodie 13C
Ezekiel 13D

House News
Chartwell
During the past year Chartwell has had many great accomplishments. Every form put in remarkable
effort during our charity event to ensure our House raised as much money as possible for the charity
‘Shine’. The combined efforts of all year groups raised an amazing total of £462.66. During this week we
wanted to encourage integration between the forms, therefore the House Captains arranged a
combined bake sale in which each form had a different food item to bake. This meant students of
various ages worked together selling their baked goods.
The Summer Fayre last year, was a great success with each form setting up and running their
designated stalls and designing them with the theme of our assigned country ‘Canada’. The money
raised from the Fayre was donated to our chosen charity the ‘NSPCC’. Many Chartwell students helped
out during Open Evening in October and represented our House enthusiastically. All forms have shown
great dedication to Chartwell when entering the numerous house competitions by putting tremendous
effort into all their entries.
Many forms made more than one Harvest Box in October, demonstrating their commitment and
enthusiasm for the competition and the House. Thank you to all the students and form tutors in
Chartwell for getting involved in every event. I would also like to thank the Deputy House Captains, Lily
and Priya, who were extremely helpful and supportive during various tasks and events. As well as this, I
would like to thank Miss Burton, Chartwell’s Senior House Leader, for her continued support over the
last year. It has been an absolute pleasure representing the house I have been part of in the last 7 years
and wish the new House Captains the best of luck.
Samiha: 13E
Chartwell House Captain: March 2017- March 2018
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Hever
It has been an absolute delight being the House Captain of Hever, alongside
Paige and Freya the deputies. During the past year, I’ve been in awe of all the
hard work and participation that every single form and person has put in,
especially Hever raising an exceptional amount for our charity days of over
£680 which went to the Teenage Cancer Trust, Demelza and Mind, three
amazing charities where the money has surely made a difference.
Furthermore not only are Hever outstanding in raising money, but overall the
combination of participation in the House competitions and Housepoints
means that Hever are still in the lead for the race to win the House shield for
the second consecutive year.
Another example of Hever’s success was 7H and 10H being winners in their
year group for the Harvest Box competition. Both forms showed hard work
and dedication to create the most fun creative food boxes. Having had the
privilege of collecting the House shield and saying that I am part of Hever fills
me with pride and I hope that every student in Hever feels the same. I know
that the new Hever team, Vianney, Abigail and Rob, will do an amazing job in
helping Hever strive for success and ultimately for it to continue to be the best
in helping and supporting all of our Hever members.
Abigail: 13F
Hever House Captain: March 2017-March 2018

Ightham
Firstly, I would like to start by saying it’s been an absolute pleasure being
the House Captain of Ightham. Ightham has accomplished so much this year
and being part of this successful House has been an incredible experience for
me. Charity days have been a great success for Ightham. I am very proud to
announce we managed to raise over £560 for the Prince’s Trust. Ightham
participated in the following competitions: the Harvest Box, the Advent
calendar, creating a logo, the basketball and other inter-house competitions.
We have proudly followed our motto this year and bounced back from
adversity.
I’m sure that the new House Captain, Stephen, and his deputies will enjoy
this role as much as I did. I hope Ightham House keep up their determination
and motivation next year so that the House can keep on growing and
achieving more successes. Thank you to every individual who is part of
Ightham and who participated in all the competitions and charity days to
help us flourish as a team and also as a safe community. I wish all the best to
Ightham House in the upcoming years.
Burak: 13B
Ightham House Captain: March 2017-March 2018
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Knole
I am so proud to have been Captain for Knole House this year. I really feel as though we have brought
lots of spirit and motivation within the House when organising events, particularly for our charity days. I
hope that Knole will continue to develop with the enthusiasm of the new House team. All the best, and
remember to just keep swimming!
Irina: 13C
Knole House Captain: March 2017-March 2018

Leeds
I want to start off with a huge thank you to the other House Captains, the deputies and Jodie and
Ezekiel. We’ve had a great year, thank you so much for the support! I would also like to thank all of
the teachers that helped us along the way and most of all thank you to every student in Leeds. I
couldn’t be prouder of your efforts and dedication over the year.
The highlight of my time as House Captain was definitely our charity days, Leeds was so
enthusiastic and had some amazing ideas. We had such a lovely day with such amazing talents and fun
activities. Most importantly we raised over £400 for Make A Wish which will have changed many
people’s lives and made a difference to the children involved.
Leeds’ amazing dedication and effort was also seen in each House competition, where everyone
got so stuck in and won so many, for example:

Year 12 with the Harvest box! Well done it was such a good design!

Year 9 for your advent calendar which was outstanding and well worthy of winning.

Year 10 recently won the Valentine’s competition and the entry was fantastic.
Everyone’s efforts in every competition have allowed us to currently be second on the leader board
which is the highest we have been for some time. This was our main goal to show how amazing Leeds
House is.
A special thank you is to go to Abigail, Alina and Miss Statton. Keep up the good work Leeds and
your new House team will make sure you continue to amaze everyone. It was so nice to give
something back to DGGS after the fantastic 7 years it has given me.
Shannon: 13D
Leeds House Captain: March 2017-March 2018

Penshurst
Throughout the last year, the Penshurst House team achieved a lot. We put on two successful charity
days raising over £200 for Dartford and Gravesham Cancer Trust, which we know will make a huge
difference to patients and families in local hospitals. We also contributed to the Summer Fair, with
numerous stalls providing entertainment and cakes. Although there were excellent contributions, we
feel as though our strength was in the spirit of the House, with all of the members participating
enthusiastically throughout the year and making our jobs enjoyable. We owe thanks to the Penshurst
Form tutors, Mrs Foley and Mrs Evans-Wild for helping us through the year and being so helpful with
all that we wanted to put in place. We wish every success to Zahrah and the new Penshurst Team.
Alice: 13B
Penshurst House Captain: March 2017- March 2018

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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House system information
Welcome and congratulations to our newly appointed House team. I look
forward to working with you in the near future.
Below are the end of Term 4 House point totals:
HOUSE POINTS
2017-2018

End of Term 4

CHARTWELL

9198

HEVER

8272

PENSHURST

7926

LEEDS

7588

IGHTHAM

7375

KNOLE

6373

Here are the details of our next House competition:
HOUSE PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION ON ONE OF
OUR SCHOOL VALUES
“THE MEANING OF DEDICATION at DGGS”
EACH YEAR GROUP WILL BE JUDGED SEPARATELY
The deadline for entries is Friday 20th April
Please note that strictly under no circumstances should phones be used
between 8.30am and 3.30pm.
Good luck everyone!
Mrs Kleywegt
Curriculum Team Leader: Languages
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With the Head Student Team now taking over from the previous one, we would like to introduce
themselves. Thanks to the recent handover assemblies taking place, you can now put faces to names
and make them all feel very welcome for the upcoming academic year.
Hello, I am Alice (12B) one of your new Head Students! I am really looking forward to working with
you all in school, to introduce new ideas and continue to make it a place where everyone can strive and
succeed, with a positive outlook towards all aspects of school life.
Hello, my name is Rachael (12D). I feel honoured to have the opportunity to give back to DGGS. Our
school gives me the golden opportunity to flourish in a top institution with excellent teachers who truly
care about my wellbeing. Taking on this role ensures that I can repay such kindness through my time
and dedication.
My name is Hannah (12A) and I am the new Chartwell House Captain
and the new deputies are Ocean and Megan. My team and I are really
excited for a successful year ahead and are proud to represent Chartwell
after being part of the House for 6 years - GO CHARTWELL!

Hello my name is Vianney (12A) and I am the new Hever House
Captain along with my two deputies Abigail and Robert; as well as this I
am joint Student Council Leader. We are looking forward to having the
opportunities to represent Hever in all aspects of school life!

My name is Stephen (12A) and I would like to introduce myself as the
new House Captain for Ightham, as well as my wonderful deputies Saj and
Abigail. We will be looking forward to this role and will be enhancing the
morale within the House, by listening to all ideas and opinions.

My name is Lola (12F) and I am extremely happy to be the new
House Captain for Knole. Caitlin, Lucie and I are determined to make a
difference within the House and carry on motivating all the years to
take part in competitions as well as to earn Housepoints!

Hi everyone, my name is Emily (12G) and I am the new House Captain for
Leeds. I am looking forward to working with the rest of the Head Student
Team and teachers to continue to develop the school and ensure everyone
enjoys their time at DGGS as much as I have.

Hello everyone, we are the new Penshurst House Team. The House
team this year is Zahrah (12D) as House Captain, Nicole (12E) and
Daniella (12F) as the House deputies. We hope that we can all work
together positively and support each other along the way in order to
become even more successful as a House.
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Much Ado About Nothing
On Wednesday 14th March,
our class had an English trip to
Shakespeare’s Globe theatre to
see Much Ado About Nothing and it was stunning. In terms of
costume and setting, the play
was a modernised version of
the original that we studied in school. While I am not usually a fan of
modernised versions of books/plays, this one was quite commendable.
The actors were lively and really brought out the humour of the play,
although, in my opinion, I would have liked the more tragic or dramatic
aspects to be enhanced. The more bawdy elements of the play had us
cracking up the most, once again staying true to the comic genre.
We had standing tickets in the Yard, where lower class people would have
watched the play in the 16th century. The view was great as we were right up
against the stage, so close to the action that the actors almost trod on our
fingers on occasion.
Although our legs were tired by the end of it, overall, the experience was
one I will not forget, partly because it is the only experience I have ever had
at the theatre.
Shan: 10K
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The odd socks day was a charity event in support of anti-bullying. It was held
on 9th February 2018 and was exclusively for Year 9. It was an initiative by Ms
Erice (the Head of Year), who single-handedly organised and marketed the day.
The idea - as the name suggests - was to donate a small amount and wear odd
socks to promote and raise awareness about the current epidemic of bullying
that is taking it’s toll around the world.
Bullying
Bullying is defined as ‘the use of force, threat, or coercion to abuse, intimidate, or aggressively
dominate others’.
Studies prove that when bystanders intervene, bullying stops within 10 seconds 57% of the time.
Small actions like noticing when someone’s behaviour suspiciously changes or ensuring that that lonely
person on the edge of the playground is OK can go a long way. It is important to raise awareness of the
huge bank of support available to those in need; and that was what Odd Socks Day was all about.

On the last day of the term, the majority of Year 9 turned up wearing colourful socks of all types:
striped, dotted, patterned...the list was endless. Throughout the day, the pupils enjoyed taking photos
of their feet in a circle with groups of friends, admiring the vast array of socks in the year group and
metaphorically promoting the idea of being ‘all different, all equal’. Many people found the event
‘quirky’ and thought that it was a ‘really good idea’. Some commented it was nice to see all the pretty
colours and found it to be ‘an outside-of-the-box idea’. There was also a competition to see the best
pair of unmatched socks in the form, which added a competitive
element to the whole event. It was also a pleasure to see so many
people donate for this cause. Every form contributed in their own
small way, and even those who weren’t wearing the socks were
happy to give some spare change. In total, the year group managed
to raise £137.27 . In particular, four students from 9K (Precious,
Oreoluwa, Ewaoluwa and Eleyon) independently toured the form
rooms during break and lunch to raise some more money, and
were successfully able to collect a fantastic total of £28 just by
themselves.

The Winners
Below is the list of winners from each form for the best odd-socks competition. Each of the winners
received a prize from Mrs Erice as a sign of appreciation. A big congratulations
to the winners and a huge well done to all of those who participated.
9C – Farrah
9H – Millie
9K – Iman
9L – Ithill
9P – Temidayo
Vaibhavi 9I
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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DRAMA DEPARTMENT
NEWS
KS4 AND KS5 WORKSHOPS AND THEATRE TRIP
On Monday 19th February and Friday 23rd February all Year 10 and Year 12
Drama students travelled to Tottenham Hale, where
the world famous theatre company ‘Punchdrunk’ are
based. They took part in a practical workshop led by
the co-director and choreographer of the company,
as well as exploring their sets and gaining a deeper
understanding of how the company works. Both Year
10 and 12s are currently devising their own pieces of
theatre, and therefore these workshops were
extremely valuable and enhancing.
Please see Hemakshi’s review of the workshop at the
end of the Drama news.
On Wednesday 14th March, Year 11 and 13
students went to see a production of
‘Everyone’s Talking about Jamie’ at The Apollo
Theatre, London. This will act as part of their
Component 1 Live theatre review exam.
Students have come back inspired and eager
to analyse and evaluate the production.

BLOOD BROTHERS
Before February half term, we launched a poster
competition open to students from Year 7 to Year 11
for our production of Blood Brothers, We were
inundated with fabulous designs. However, the winner
was Moyra 10H. We thank everyone for taking part.

Congratulations to Cerys 13D, for recently passing her Trinity College London Level 4
Diploma in Performing (Musical Theatre) with Distinction and is now an Associate of
Trinity College London (ATCL).
ISSUE NUMBER
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Ms Westergaard
Curriculum Area Leader: Drama
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential

Drama Trip to Punchdrunk
The Drama Department organised a trip for
our GCSE Year 10 Drama class during February to
go to the Punchdrunk Theatre in London.
This two-and-a-half hour session was an
insight into a game-changing form of theatre
called immersive theatre. Immersive theatre is
where the audience is free to choose what to
watch and where to go. Punchdrunk theatre was
founded by artistic director Felix Barrett in 2000.
During the trip, we were shown a video about
a village and moments later the video ended and
we realised the screen was actually a window and
we saw the set come to life. We were then
allowed to explore the set for a couple of
minutes. Our guide then gave us a set of
instructions to do whilst walking around in the
space (e.g acting like someone is following you).
He told us to be aware of our facial expressions
and body language. A couple of students were
chosen to position themselves in a way that they
thought reflected the instruction “act like you
have a big secret”. The rest of us were told to pick
a space to watch and stay in that space. We were
then told to pick another place to watch from.
After this, the class said that perspective is very
important because looking at the same thing in
different directions could change the meaning or
the interpretation of the still image.
Then, we were told to get together in
partners. He told us that one person should guide
their partner with their hand and their partner
has to follow the hand wherever it goes.
However, if person 1 closes their hands, their
partner has to immediately freeze. He told us to
experiment with this. One group found that the
person following the hand, could actually be the
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leader instead of the follower, using facial
expressions they made the roles reverse. Next he
showed us the importance of eye contact. Instead
of using our hand, we used our eyes. Without any
gestures, we were trying to compel our partner to
follow us. This meant that we had to work harder
to get our partner’s attention, using different
techniques (e.g in one group, the first person
stared at either a specific place or right in their
eyes to try and make their partner move).
Next we were told to make up a dance like
sequence with minimum speech with our partner
using the word the instructor gave us (e.g
persuasion). We were told to find a place in the
set and incorporate it into the piece so that it
makes the piece unique. We were told to make
our performance into a loop so that as soon as it
finished it would start again.
Whilst we were performing, the other
students could walk around and look from
different angles. One challenge some students
faced was staying in character and continuing
their piece when an audience member was in
their way. The instructor said a good way to get
past this is to use eye contact from the previous
exercise to compel them to move.
Overall, we really enjoyed the workshop
because it was fun and taught us the importance
of facial and body expressions. Since we usually
use dialogue, we tend to focus more on the
speech instead of eye contact. We all felt that it
was an interesting style of drama and many of us
have decided to use some of the techniques
learnt in our GCSE devised drama piece.
Hemakshi 10H

Candle Conference
On Thursday 8th February, 40 Year 13 Religious Studies
students attended an event in London called the Candle
Conference. These events were founded in 2010 by Dr
Peter Vardy, a prominent philosopher who we learn
about during our A-Level studies. The conferences are
now put on internationally to over 12,000 young
people every year. The conference was particularly
useful for our year group, having studied the majority

of the course and having a (hopefully) substantial grasp
on many of the topics that were spoken about.
The conference began with Dr Vardy speaking on
Natural Law Ethics, which is a whole topic in the new ALevel specification. He went through the history of the
theory, linking it with no less than 4 other topics:
Ancient Philosophical Influences (with the theory of
Natural Law beginning with Aristotle’s belief that
something is good if it fulfils its nature); Arguments for
the Existence of God through Observation (through

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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that when life is accepted to be an
unchangeable good, any threat to that life,
such as the practice of euthanasia, is
undermining good and therefore God) and
Situation Ethics (examining the work of
Pope Francis in relation to placing love
above all else in moral decision making).
Making the links between so many
different topics, ranging across two out of
three papers that are sat in the final ALevel exam was enlightening and
fascinating. Vardy’s passion for the subject
as well as his conviction that we students
could extend our knowledge beyond the
textbook and the specification was well
needed after the challenge that mocks had
just presented us with.
The second section of the conference
covered Love and Ethics. Much of what
had been covered in the first section was
recapitulated here,
with Dr Vardy going
through in even
more detail the
letters to and from
Pope Francis in
relation to the topic
of love in the
Catholic Church. I
found this in
particular to be of
interest, due to how recently these
debates had been occurring. The static
nature of textbooks and revision
powerpoints had hidden the fact that
these discussions between theologians
and Churches are ongoing and still ignite
fierce debate. Furthermore Dr Vardy
showed how a wide range of philosophers
influenced each other and can be linked
together, going full circle from Fletcher’s
work in the 1960s, discussing Bonhoeffer
from the 1940s, Augustine from the 13th
century, Luther from the 16th century and
Kierkegaard from the 19th century. To
learn the influence that all of these
philosophers had on one another enabled
me to understand the topics in discussion
in more depth and with renewed interest.
The final and arguably most exciting
section of the conference was on faith and
reason. This is a topic which many struggle
with in everyday life, and feeds heavily
into our current area of study: The
Challenge of Secularisation. Dr Vardy

discussed arguments for the existence of
God, showing us numerous examples of
scientists who had found their faith within
the discoveries of modern science (rather
than being turned away from religion by
science as we would assume). The ideas of
Dr Vardy himself did filter through into
this particular topic, and I could tell that it
was one which he himself had grappled
with, I took particular note of his attitude
towards A.J. Ayer, a thinker we had only
just covered with his argument that
religious language is meaningless. The
thoughts of Dr Vardy only managed to
enhance the experience, however, as it
became clear that he had taken time to
formulate his own conclusions on the
world, using philosophers that we now
study to assist him in this.
From an exam view-point, the day was
overwhelmingly
useful. Dr Vardy
continuously
emphasised the
importance of
evaluation in essay
answers, saying that
to just know the
content is not
enough, we must
create an argument,
debating while using scholars and up-todate information. This repeated emphasis
came from a place of experience, with Dr.
Vardy saying that he has been through too
many answers which shirk evaluation and
therefore cannot get above a B grade.
Whilst being slightly intimidating, this
information means pushing my plans for
revision beyond going through the content
and towards further reading, examining
the way that scholars themselves argue a
point and use other philosophers to
further their ideas.
All in all I would argue that the trip was
a success. Afterwards I feel as though I
now know what it is I must do for my own
revision going into my final A-Level exams.
I would like to thank Miss Williams for
organising the trip as well as Miss Watson
and Mrs Buckingham for coming along on
the day and making the trip possible.
Alice 13B

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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The week after February half term, we celebrated International Mother Language Day with whole school
assemblies dedicated to the memory of the four students who were killed in Bangladesh while protesting for the
right to speak Bengali.
Students had been busy every lunch time before half-term working on producing a video to showcase a variety
of the many languages spoken at DGGS, by both staff and students. Led by Aleena 9I, the girls worked together to
think of ways to show their different languages in use. Expertly filmed by Alesha 9I, they created a fun scene in
EN4 which spilled out into the corridors where they had set up encounters with several willing members of staff
who are also bilingual, enabling them to interact in different languages.
Aleena devoted her half-term holiday to editing all the clips and writing subtitles in English so that everyone
could enjoy the humour of the short film and her hard work was well rewarded by the warm reception the video
received. I would like to thank her and all the students who took part in the production of the film for giving up
their time and for bringing real enthusiasm and
excitement to this collaborative project which needed
very little supervision. They should be very proud of
their achievement!
The cast list included : Zahra 8P, Hansi 9I, Ashna
8K, Jashni 7I, Tuveritaa 7I, Christabel 9H, Iman 9K,
Akshara 7I , Mevleen 8K, Roanesa 7L, Siraja 7L,
Omobolaji 8I, Adshaya 7L, Elaine 9C, Jamina 8I,
Jannah 8I, Aleena 9I, Ms Mistry, Mrs Heerall, Mrs
Duncan, Mr Klimczak, Miss Al-Rawi and Mrs
Kantauske.

Adding international flavour
The canteen staff also supported our annual celebration of cultural diversity by
serving a special themed lunch of Chinese food on the Thursday and this was
greatly enjoyed by everyone who sampled the menu on that day. Small details like
offering fortune cookies with the meal made lunchtime a really memorable event!
Many thanks to Mr Best and all his colleagues in the kitchen for adding to the
international spirit.

Mrs MacKenzie
Teaching Assistant: English
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Food for thought was also supplied by one of our Year 7 poets…
My Motherland
From the honking of the traffic,
to the sweet tears of a family reunion,
the busy streets and tantalising smells
of the street food that lured me closer

the melodious Bollywood songs on the radio,
to the bewitching Republic Day Parade,
glistening lanes of priceless jewellery
to the busy market streets

The fun-filled parties
and rooms of laughter,
to speedy autos and
fluent bargaining

The holy and divine Ganga river
to the phenomenal road trips,
the captivating culture
and unparalleled attires

To the undying festivals
and handicrafts,
bespoke monuments
and stupendous flavours

Heavenly language and gratitude,
to idyllic, inviting landscapes,
a place where stars twinkle like diamonds
and hearts shine like gold

Where elegant and majestic animals reign,
where tipa tipa goes the rain,
where joy and peace complete the sky,
I love and miss you,
my India,
India is my heart...
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INTER-SCHOOL POETRY SLAM 2018
Six of our students took part in the highly competitive Inter-School Poetry Slam at Central Library
Bexleyheath on Friday 9th March, performing poems that they had written themselves. This is the third
year the competition has been hosted by the librarians as part of the SPINE Festival.
There were two rounds to the slam – the first was poems based on the theme of Displacement and
Aleena 9I and Ruby 8L represented the school in this round. The supportive audience of staff and
students from other schools were clearly impressed by their talent. The second round was free choice
and Molly, Amy, Vidya and Sarah, all from 7H, represented the school with their four very different
poems. They were a real credit to the team on their first foray into slam poetry, performing their work
confidently and with heartfelt emotion.

Kat Francois, Molly 7H

Aleena 9I, Kat Francois, Ruby 8L
After the six schools had all performed, the students were offered refreshments while the visiting
judge, Kat Francois and the two librarians discussed the performances they had just seen. It must have
been a tough decision choosing one winner from so many talented groups of poets!
Kat Francois has a wealth of experience performing slam poetry and was BBC3 Poetry Slam
champion in 2004 and World Poetry Slam champion in 2005. Finally when the judges had reached their
decision, Kat mentioned memorable quotes from many poems and then announced the winners –
Blackfen School for Girls.
All the students who took part were given certificates to take home which Kat kindly signed for
them with personalised messages. Some of the students were also able to have their photograph
taken with her.
Congratulations to our enthusiastic team of poets who worked hard to polish their performances in
time for the slam, despite the snow!
I would also like to thank Mrs Buckingham for organising the trip and Mrs Saunders for driving the
minibus, without them this event would not have happened.
Mrs MacKenzie
Teaching Assistant: English
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Year 12 Swiss Work Experience
Exchange
At the end of February this year, I had the amazing opportunity to take part in the
Switzerland Work Experience Exchange Programme. The programme runs in joint
conjunction with Dartford Grammar School for Girls and has been doing so for 24
years!
As a student taking German A level, I thought I would greatly benefit from this
experience as the host families we stayed with lived in Rheinfelden, a Swiss-German
speaking part of Switzerland. Not only did I get the chance to improve my German
speaking skills, I was also able to carry out three days work experience with my
exchange student at Reha Rheinfelden, a rehabilitation clinic which primarily works
with patients who have suffered from strokes. I was able to learn about and witness
a range of different therapies including physiotherapy, occupational therapy,
movement therapy and speech therapy. I was particularly interested in observing the
speech therapy sessions, which have consequently made me consider speech
therapy as a possible career path
Not only was the experience beneficial for my learning experience but I was also
able to learn more about Switzerland’s culture. This included visits to traditional
towns Basel and Lucerne, the local brewery and most importantly, the most
expensive chocolate shop in Switzerland – Läderach. On the last day, we also had the
incredible opportunity to go sledging down the Andermatt Mountains.
This was my first exchange trip and I feel very honoured to have been selected
due to the limited amount of spaces available. I have made lifelong friends with my
exchange partner and enjoyed every minute with her family, who so kindly
welcomed me into their home for a week. They have even invited me back to
Switzerland in the summer! I feel so privileged to have had such an unforgettable
experience and cannot wait to see my exchange partner again.
Grace 12F
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At the end of February, three other girls and I went on a trip to Switzerland for an opportunity to
undertake some work experience. Prior to going on the trip, we were given the contact details of our Swiss
partners so we would get to know them, so when we eventually met them it wasn’t too awkward. While in
Switzerland, the group was given a tour of Basel and Rhinefelden (the town where the majority of us were
staying); and for three days we went to do our placements in our given industry. My industry was chemistry,
and I went to different organisations which specialised in this industry. First I went to ‘Apprentas’ where I
made biodiesel and my own hand cream; then I went to ‘Novartis’, where I carried out DNA testing; finally, I
went to ‘Roche’, where I synthesised paracetamol. For the remaining days, I visited different places and cities
with my host family which was fun because I got to see and embrace the Swiss culture; I also visited my
exchange’s school. I would recommend this trip because not only do you get to have work experience in a
different country, you get to see how different the culture is there.
Toni 12G

The Swiss exchange programme took place from 27th January to 3rd February. We each stayed with a host
family in Rheinfelden; a small town near Basel. During the week we spent in Switzerland we had a three day work
experience placement. I chose to experience work within a science lab, visiting a different pharmaceutical
company each day. We spent a day with Aprentas, Novartis and Roche and completed various experiments with
each company, including making hand creams, extracting DNA and synthesising paracetamol.The experiments
were not only incredibly interesting but beneficial, as it has given me an insight to a possible future career path.
In addition to our work experience placements we also were able to visit our partner's school building and
overall during my stay I learnt a lot about education, work and home life in Switzerland. I was also able to visit
Zurich, Frey chocolate factory, a trampoline park and a laser tag event; all of which I really enjoyed. On the last
day in Switzerland we all went tobogganing down a mountain called Andermatt, which was simultaneously
terrifying and incredibly fun.
I am so glad I went on this trip as I have made so many new friends, experienced so many new things and have
made so many memories. I am now excited for when our Swiss partners come to stay in England.
Jessica 12G
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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National Science Week 2018
12-18th March
Science Week went with a bang at DGGS this year, with all of our Year 7 and 8
pupils designing, building and launching bottle rockets. The winners from each class,
whose rockets stayed in the air for the longest time, were entered into the Grand
Finale on Thursday lunchtime. Vivien 8L was the overall winner, with a design based
around a 2 litre water bottle with cardboard fins and a nose cone. Vivien commented
that “it was fun, I really enjoyed designing and making my rocket”. Runners up Freya
and Molly 8K added “We designed our bottle as a group. It was great fun and good to
develop our teambuilding skills”.

This year’s theme of Exploration and Discovery formed the basis of Mrs Worley’s
assembly discussing some of the amazing discoveries made by the scientific
community during the past year: NASA’s identification of seven new planets in a
neighbouring solar system; an artificial uterus used to
enable prematurely born lambs to continue to thrive; and
the launch of Elon Musk’s Falcon Heavy rocket.
Also discussed was the underrepresentation of women
in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics) professions, and the thought that there may
be a girl currently studying at our school that could grow
up to cure cancer, explore a new galaxy or discover a new
type of energy! We ended our assembly with the message
that science and exploration, and the possibilities that each
one of our pupils could be part of, are there for the taking.
Let the discovery be yours.
ISSUE NUMBER
52
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Mrs Worley
Curriculum Area Leader: KS3 Science
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Dance competition
On Monday 12th March 2018, dancers across Year 7, 8, 9 and 10 participated in The Great Big
Dance Off competition. We were all ecstatic to be dancing and grateful for the opportunity. Upon
arrival, we rehearsed along with other schools in the region then performed and received the title
of 10th in the South East Region of the UK. It was an amazing day and we learnt a lot and now
understand more about what the judges look for such as more technical dance which received
higher positions in the final standings. We hope to receive more opportunities like this and attend
more competitions to represent our school. A big thank you to Miss Longley for helping us get
through to the South East Finals and giving us this beneficial experience.
Ruky 9H

On the 12th March, we took part in the regional finals of The Great Big Dance Off. We entered
two teams into different categories; Juniors and Seniors. We met many different Dance schools.
Overall, the Seniors came 10th and the Juniors placed 9th in the whole region. We would all like
to enter more competitions as it was an amazing experience. We wouldn't have been able to get
this far without the help of Miss Longley. Thank you!
Kerys 9C

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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The Great Big Dance Off is a national Dance competition for schools.
Miss Longley entered us and we managed to reach the South East
regional finals. where we had a good opportunity to perform to qualify for
the nationals. When arriving in Folkestone, the competition squad were
slightly intimidated by all the tough competition. However, we all gained a
lot of confidence throughout the day and performed really well; placing
9th and 10th in the region. Overall, we had all had a great experience and
hope to go back again next year!
Shreya 9H
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Spring starts like this:
Like a drop of paint expanding in water,
Like the tide as it washes in,
Like a blush blossoming on your cheeks.
It starts when the daffodil ladies don their golden bonnets
And their greenest gowns, arms outstretched;
And they dance, they dance in
Snowdrop socks and bluebell slippers, their bodies
Cut into fragments by leaf-shadow.
They dance on damp sheets as they hang on laundry lines;
They dance on dew drops, like fallen stars;
They dance on a haze of white dandelion fluff, dreamy and distant.
Spring ends like this:
Press the daffodils between pages of poetry,
And keep their petals as a reminder
That to be soft is to be
Powerful.
Holly 10C

World Book Day 2018
th

On Friday March 16 Year 7 and Year 8 students to invited to dress up as a book character for World
Book Day 2018. Students who participated were asked to contribute £1.00 for our annual Readathon.
The total raised for our annual Readathon was an impressive £423.08.

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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News from the Props team
Our Props Team, introduced and led by Mrs Bartley, has again been
working hard to create scenery for the School Production of Blood Brothers,
which was staged at the end of this term. The brief for this was to paint a
brick wall covered with graffiti, measuring an immense 21 square metres.
Blood Brothers is set in the 1980s, so the team had a lovely time getting into
the mood by looking at popular culture of the time. They could often be
found painting whilst singing along to 1980s bands such as Duran Duran,
Culture Club and UB4O!

A very large number of students contributed to this project and we
would like to thank Hannah 12D, Nicole 12E, Megan 12B, Kitty 12B, Isabella
12B, Alice 12D, Katie Ann 13B and Maddie 13B; whole classes including Year
10 Textiles and Fine Art and some Year 7 and 8 classes, as well as teachers
Mrs Field and Ms Bamsey.
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Projects such as this are of great value to our students, encouraging leadership and teamwork skills
to flourish whilst also providing technical challenges such as working on such a large scale. A number of
our students have gone on to study design for the stage and screen at university in recent years. Often,
their first taste of working in a creative backstage role is as part of our Props Team.
I am sure that the whole Props Team would like to join me in thanking Mrs Bartley for giving them
this creative opportunity.
Mrs Evans-Wild
Curriculum Team Leader: Arts and Technology Faculty
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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International Women’s Day
This year on 8thMarch, it was International Women’s Day. After women
gained the right to vote in political elections in Soviet Russia in 1917, 8th
March became a national holiday there. The day was then predominantly
celebrated by the socialist movement and communist countries until it was
adopted in 1975 by the United Nations. This year their campaign theme
was #pressforprogress. The aim this year was to press as hard as possible
for progress in the direction of women’s rights. This was not limited to a
certain country, organisation or group but the aim was to make a positive
difference.
We celebrated as a school on 9th March. Women have had to fight for
equality within society, breaking down the barriers that hold girls and
women back in some aspects of the world, enabling us to be in the position
we are in today. For International Women’s Day this year, our main event
was an own clothes day. The theme for this was for everyone to wear an
item of purple clothing, as this was the symbolic colour to represent the
International day. Anyone who dressed up had to donate a minimum of £1
to our chosen charity, ActionAid.
ActionAid is an international charity working in over 45 countries,
working with the poorest women and girls in the world, changing their
lives for good. They focus on sponsoring girls especially, because they
know the problems that girls often face; from FGM, to being kept out of
education and forced into early marriage.
The philanthropic team went into year group assemblies, explaining
what this was about and why it is important to recognise and giving
reasons for supporting Actionaid. We also sent around a quiz based on the
charity and International Women’s Day to raise awareness about how the
money they helped to raise will impact many women and children around
the world. Finally there was a “design a T-shirt” competition for Year 7.
The day was a huge success, raising £880. By the end of the day, we all
knew the importance of the day being recognised by every member of the
school community.
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An example of an area where ActionAid help: Rohingya Crisis appeal
(adapted from the ActionAid website)
More than 650,000 people are in urgent need of humanitarian assistance after fleeing violence in
Myanmar to seek safety in Bangladesh.
Most of the refugees are Rohingya women and children who have been forced to leave their
homes in north Rakhine, arriving in Bangladesh exhausted, injured and traumatised after walking for
days. More than half of all new arrivals are children, and one in ten are pregnant or breastfeeding
mothers. They desperately need shelter, clean water, food and medical aid. Families are living
huddled beneath sheets of plastic, with no access to clean water, toilets or sanitary facilities. People
have to cook and wash using contaminated water from the same sources. The risk of waterborne
diseases spreading in these conditions is high, unless we act now.
ActionAid are on the ground in Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh, with a full-scale humanitarian response
that is reaching over 70,000 Rohingya refugees with emergency food, clean drinking water, and
hygiene kits including sanitary protection, soap and clean underwear.We have reached over 40,000
people with food packages, and distributed over 13,000 hygiene kits.

Mrs Kidd
Assistant Headteacher

Kent Schools Trampolining Championship
2018
On Wednesday 7th March 77 students in Years 7-13 took part in the Kent Schools Trampoline Qualifier
at DGGS. With a further three qualifiers being held around the county, it was a great pleasure for the
school to be able to host this for the 4th year running.
It can be an extremely daunting experience performing on the trampoline in front of 5 judges. Not
only were students performing for an individual place at the finals to be held on Sunday 18 th March, but
they were also part of a team of four. Despite this pressure, our
students rose to the occasion and as always performed
exceptionally well; demonstrating excellent levels of focus at both
the event itself and during the training leading up to the event.
Of the 77 students who were entered into the qualifying round, 43
of these made it through to the finals. This meant they either
finished in the top 3 as an individual or in the top 2 places as part of
a team. In many circumstances our students qualified in both
categories. Furthermore it should be noted that many of our
students missed out on a place due to other performers from DGGS
finishing above them, once again reflecting the immense depth of
talent that our students possess.
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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The finals were held on a snowy Sunday in March at the Rebound Centre,
Gillingham. Both private and state schools from all over Kent competed at the
event and I am proud to say that DGGS had more finalists than any other school
in the county. Once again, our students outdid themselves and between them
achieved some fantastic results of I hope they are very proud and on which they
should be congratulated.
Not only did our students shine as performers but they also made
exceptional officials at both the qualifying round and finals day. In particular
Kiera 10I and Lucy 10C not only gave up their Sunday to officiate at the
competition but did so with excellent knowledge, understanding and maturity.
They were a real credit to our school and themselves.
I would also like to give a special thanks to our school Trampoline coach,
Keith Sleafer, who continues to make a significant contribution to the extracurricular programme at DGGS. Not only is the time he volunteers incredibly
valuable but his continued commitment to the PE department and the students
at DGGS is second to none.
Finally, I would like to congratulate and thank all of our performers, coaches
and officials for taking part and making the competition such a success. Time to
start training for 2019!
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Mrs Bluett
Curriculum Area Leader: Physical Education
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Sophie in 10P, her dad and her foster sister made the most of the snow days spending 7 hours
building the snow rocket and 5 hours sculpting the beautiful unicorn you can see in the photos she
kindly sent in.

In previous years, the artistic family have also created a snow bear with babies (2007), a tall snow
bear (2009), a Volkswagen Beetle (2010), a shark (2012) and a scorpion (2013).
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The Pamper Evening was a great success and we were delighted to see so many ladies enjoying a
well-deserved treat, with a wide range of therapists offering massages, make up, manicures and
other pampering treatments.
The evening raised almost £400 and we hope to make it a regular fixture. A huge thank you to
the FPTA members who worked so hard to make it a success.
Please continue to check the FPTA page on the DGGS website for further events taking place.

Joining the FPTA is a great way to meet fellow parents and carers and does not need to be timeconsuming. Even if you can only spare a few hours, we would love to hear from you. If you would
like to get involved, then please contact me at lydia_curran@hotmail.co.uk
Best Wishes
Lydia: FPTA Chair
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Upcoming Events
Saturday 31st March - Sunday 8th April

Year 11 and Year 12 Ski trip
to Bormio

Monday 16th April

Start of Term 5

Tuesday 24th April - Saturday 5th May

Year 12 Swiss Exchange
(return Year 12 host
exchange partners)

Thursday 3rd May

Year 9 Parents’ Consultation
Evening

Thursday 10th May

Year 7 Parents’ Consultation
Evening

Saturday 12th May

Year 10 Duke of Edinburgh’s
Award trip

Tuesday 22nd May

Curriculum Enhancement
Day

Friday 25th May

End of Term 5
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